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March 2022 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for the period of March 2022 of
-0.13%. The recent trend has continued.

The number of matches for the month returned to normal scheduling.
We traded just over 40% of matches for the month which was within
the range of our long term average. Value however, was still hard to
find (more later).

For March 2022 the return by the benchmark indices were DJIA
(+2.56%), NASDAQ100 (+4.51%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index
(+0.48% ).

The benchmark indices bounced back for the month. The volatility is
still prevalent but for the month of March it was upwards. We
anticipate that the volatility will continue given the events happening in
Europe and the USA.

For the period of March2022 we finally saw a drop in the market strike
rate from north of 70% to 63%. This was good news. The bad news
was that our algorithm technology, underpinning our investments
produced a strike rate of 58%, down from previous months where it
was north of 60%. The strike rate of our value trades (market
underdogs) continued to be lower than we would like.

The adaptive staking model continued to perform well, despite the
overall loss for the month. The new staking saved the portfolio circa
3% for the month.

The period in review
For the month of March 2022, we
generated a gross return (loss) of
-0.13%. The small loss, as detailed
herein was ostensibly due to the
continued outperformance of the
market vs the algorithm. The
market continued its strong
performance for the season relative
to the technology underpinning the
Fund.

For the period reviewed we have
traded Moneyline markets only.

The volatility in the global markets
continued, this time to the upside
with the benchmark indices all
recording positive months.

The adaptive staking model
continued to perform well.



The period in review
For the period of March 2022, we have generated a gross return of
-0.13%. This is the second month in a row where we have
underperformed. March had a full schedule, and we were able to
be more active in the market than February. Our value trades
again performed poorly with a lower strike rate than needed.

The volatility in the global markets, catalysed by Vlad and a
multitude of global issues continued. This time to the upside.
Consequently, in comparison to our benchmarks, the NHL Fund
had a poor month.

The positive is that for the season to date, despite the NHL Fund
performance being flat, it has still outperformed the benchmarks.

Result Summary
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The Voodoo Doll Edition

The time has come for the voodoo dolls to be unleashed on the
market. The market continues to outperform the algorithm
underpinning the investments, and this is proving problematic for
the Fund as we try to make a profit for the portfolio.

The market strike rate retreated to a more “normal” 63% for the
month. Normally, this would give us a fighting chance as the long-
term average for the algorithm is of a similar magnitude.
Unfortunately, in the month of March the model strike rate also
regressed to 58%.

Such a differential is not necessarily disastrous provided the model
value trades (underdogs) hit at the required percentage.
Unfortunately for the month our underdog strike rate was also down
meaning that we were fighting a losing battle.

Whilst the market remains comparatively strong, value hard to find,
and our market underdogs are not performing we are going to be
treading water with respect to investment returns.

NHL Fund DJIA NASDAQ100 HFRX

March Return (%) -0.13 2.56 4.51 0.48

Year-to-date  (YTD) +2.77 -0.17 -1.45 -1.73

TABLE 1: Results YTD
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A positive for the month was the continued strong performance
of the adaptive staking model. To recap, this was designed over
summer to model/predict/interpret market movements and
based on the latest information adjust, either up or down, the
staking on the investments identified by the model.

In a period where the model is performing strongly against the
market the adaptive model increases stakes accordingly (but
within strict risk management parameters). On the flip side,
when the market is performing strongly vs the model the
adaptive model decreases stake size. The latter has very much
been in vogue this season as the market has continually
outperformed the model.

In essence the adaptive model allows us to overbet our winners
and accelerate returns, and reduce our stake on the losers and
reduce downside volatility. The adaptive staking saved the
portfolio circa 3% for the month.

April & Beyond
The run in to the finals will be well underway. Subsequently we
will have to be more circumspect than normal as some games will
mean more than others. We will look to trade only those game
that have a material impact on the finals race.

Global markets will continue their volatility – hopefully to the
downside in April.

…and we will be burning essence, praying to the investing gods
and stabbing our voodoo doll incessantly as we look to finally get
some advantage over the market. It has been a tough season
thus far.


